ABSTRACT Device-to-device (D2D) communication is a promising technology for 5G networks, providing high data rates, increased spectral and energy efficiency, and reduced end-to-end delay and transmission power. However, in current cellular systems, the performance of cell edge devices suffers when multimedia content is directly uploaded toward the base station side due to poor link quality. This requires a greater number of resource blocks and additional upload time, thus degrading the quality of service. To reduce the number of resource blocks and upload time, this paper proposes an efficient resource management scheme that exploits D2D communication in the uplink case. This scheme consists of two phases. In the first phase, in the case of poor link quality, a novel relay selection scheme is used in the multihop (two-hop) communication strategy; in the second phase, an effective new resource allocation scheme is used in multihop communication. This scheme minimizes packet loss, upload time, and number of resource blocks, whereas it increases the throughput of the network. Simulation result demonstrates the superiority of the proposed scheme over other schemes in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, the wireless industry has become enormously popular. Several new technologies have been developed that provide better quality of service (QoS) [1] . Due to the increase in demand [2] of such applications as 3D holography, argument reality, machine-to-machine communication, virtual reality and e-health, users require more bandwidth from their telecom operators. The existing cellular system is not able to provide additional bandwidth due to certain limitations [3] : limited bandwidth, a finite number of base stations, and several new technologies that have been introduced, such as proximity services (ProSe). Therefore, it is necessary to rethink the existing cellular system and transition from architectural to conceptual approach and it is known as fifth generation networks (5G) [4] - [6] .
Several possible research directions are investigated for 5G networks to maintain quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE). Device-to-Device (D2D) communication approach that address QoS and QoE from the user's perspective. D2D communication was introduced in 4G LTE-A (Long Term Evolution-Advance) release 12 [7] - [9] with limited services; telecom operators therefore did not focus on it. Due to proliferation of the indoor communication several proximity services were introduced [10] such as public safety [11] , context-aware services, location-based services [12] , and nearby communication. Therefore, the application of D2D communication in 5G networks has been focused [13] , [14] on 5G networks for telecom operators, researchers and academicians. The other major advantage of D2D is the ability to offload network traffic over the base station/evolve node B (eNodeB).
In 5G D2D communication, devices/ user equipments (UE) communicate with proximity devices with minimal or no involvement of the BS/ eNodeB [4] , [15] - [17] . Thus, a minimum amount of data is routed through the BS, reducing the load on the BS side and decreasing the end-to-end delay between communicating devices. In addition, D2D communication enhances cell throughput, in particular at the cell edge area where signals are much weaker and devices communicate poorly in cellular mode. In fact, D2D communication is more suitable for scenarios where a number of devices share the same information with scarce cellular radio resources. Due to the limited number of radio resources it is necessary to allocate resources efficiently for better throughput.
Efficient resource management significantly increases network throughput and reduces the traffic load from the BS in particular where a limited numbers of resources are available. The BS is responsible for allocating the resources [18] - [21] , relay selection [22] - [24] , interference management and mode selection [25] , [26] . It measures the channel quality (CQI) based on signal-to-interference plus noise-ratio (SINR) and feedback before allocating the resource block. The device sends the request to the eNodeB for allocating the resource block; therefore, it can communicate with another device. Depending on the global and local channel quality indicator (CQI) and feedback, the BS allocates resource blocks to the requested device.
There are very limited contributions in resource block allocation for the uplink case. In [27] , the authors proposed combined resource allocation and a power control scheme for D2D communication using the LTE-A uplink based on fractional frequency reuse (FFR) which also mitigates the interference between CUEs and D2D user equipment. In [28] ,the authors proposed a set of algorithms to solve the adjacency constraint in SC-FDMA and find the near-to-optimal scheme that best emulates the time domain proportional fair criteria. Another uploading scheme in long term evolution (LTE) for the cloud or central server was proposed in [29] . The author proposed two D2D solutions for content uploading. In [30] , the concept of efficient spectrum management using D2D based uploading to reduce the number of resource blocks was proposed. The authors made a very limited contribution to D2D-based uploading conditions in terms of relay selection and resource allocation. In [31] , the author proposed a relay based scheme for uploading the content towards the eNodeB by using constrained coalition formation game where each device is a player whose cost is identified as the content upload time.
In conventional cellular uploading systems, the interested users upload multimedia content toward the BS side or cloud make a request to the BS for allocation of resource blocks. Day-to-day increase in high definition large volume multimedia content and exchanges of information between users require a greater number of resource blocks and uploading time. This consumes more of the devices' energy in particular if the cell edge users want to upload data or exchange data. Therefore, directly uploading the content toward the BS degrades QoS and QoE. D2D is a possible solution for direct uploading, whereby the cell edge device searches some proximity device that can relay its content toward the BS side. Two type of communication are introduced; D2D communication between the cell edge device to nearby device and cellular communication between nearby selected device to the BS. Due to the increasing number of devices under the BS, there is a chance that more than one device (relay) will be common between the cell edge device and the BS that can relay content toward the BS.
The relay selection is one of the key factors for multi hop communication. There are several relay selection schemes exists for Multihop communication: max-min [32] , max-max [23] , max-link [33] and max-ratio [22] . The max-min relay selection policy has been discussed in [32] . In this scheme, the relay selection from available relay between communicating devices is based on local channel state information (CSI). The max-min relay selection scheme does not consider any buffer space. The another common relay selection scheme is max-max [23] with buffering capacity. The buffering capacity at the relay device increases performance gain over the max-min relay selection. This scheme chooses the best link between source-to-relay and relay-todestination; therefore the relay device may not be same which increases the dependency and relay node has limited buffer capacity. Max-link [33] dynamically allocate each slot to the source or relay transmission depend upon the channel state information and the occupancy if the relay's buffer is free. The max-ratio [22] relay selection scheme is used for secure transmission between source-to-destination. In this scheme, the best relay selection is based on highest gain ratio among all available relay between communicating devices.
Although, there are several relay selection schemes exists, they are either for Multihop cellular or Multihop D2D communication. With respect to cell edge devices that are seeking to upload content toward the BS, two types of communication are used (D2D communication and cellular communication). The existing relay selection schemes do not perform well because D2D communication provides a higher data rate compared to cellular communication. Apart from that, the cellular data rate is differing from the D2D data rate over the same CQI [34] . Due to uneven link conditions between the source-to-relay and relay-to-destination, more packets are lost which degrades the quality of service and network throughput in the existing relay selection schemes. Therefore, a new relay selection scheme is required that not only addresses throughput but also minimizes the packet loss in Multihop communication. In addition, the required relay selection scheme is not only based on CSI or SNR but also addresses several other factors: reaming battery power and reliability of the relay device. If the device has a high reliability value, it will definitely participate in relay selection procedure. Fig. 1 depicts the system model for uploading content in a cellular network. Device UE 6 is communicating in CU mode eNodeB while devices UE 3 , UE 4 , and UE 5 are ideal. Devices UE 7 and UE 8 are communicating in D2D mode. The cell edge device (UE 1 ) uploads the data with the help of the (UE 2 or UE 3 ) device.
A. MOTIVATION
In the existing cellular system, if any user wants to upload content toward the BS side, the BS initially measures the CSI feedback and allocates resources. Due to high path loss and deep path fading, cell edge devices require more resource blocks and uploading time to upload the multimedia content. This degrades the quality of service and network throughput. Therefore, for cell edge users, Multihop communication is a possible solution that reduces the number of resource blocks, and uploading time that maintains QoS. The first hop VOLUME 4, 2016 communication is in D2D mode and second hop communication in cellular mode. Although, several resource allocation methods have been discussed in [20] , [27] , [29] , and [30] for the uplink case. They do not consider the different types of mode for resource allocation. The minimum data rate for the same CQI differs for D2D and CU mode. Another drawback of the existing resource allocation scheme is, the BS allocates the resource block in round robin scheme that increases number of resource block and uploading time.
Moreover, for two hop communication, cell edge devices require the relay. Although there are several relay selection schemes, such as max-min, max-max, max-link, max-ratio [22] , [23] , [32] , [33] , they do not perform better due to two different types of communication (D2D and cellular) and the existing content uploading scheme [29] , [30] ; the authors select the relay randomly which degrades network throughput. Due to the different types of communication, it is necessary to choose a relay that reduces packet loss and increases the throughput. Therefore, the existing relay selection and content uploading relay selection scheme are suitable for two different types of communication scenarios. Another drawback in the relay selection scheme for content uploading, they do not consider the reliability factor. Reliability is important parameter for maintaining the quality of experience (QoS) for 5G networks. The existing relay selection schemes select any relay, there is a possibility that the selected relay may not ready to act as a relay because the selected relay device has limited battery power or it is not happy with incentive/rewards provided by the telecom operators or it is interested to call some other users. Therefore, a new relay selection scheme is required that addresses both type of communication with reliability parameter that reduces packet loss in uploading. To upload multimedia content toward the BS side, it is also required to propose an efficient resource management scheme along with a relay selection scheme that minimizes packet loss, reduces the number of resource block, and upload time.
B. KEY CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, we enhance research with the following objectives:
• To propose a semi-BS centric efficient resource management scheme for uploading multimedia content toward the BS side.
• To propose a new relay selection scheme for two different types of communication in hops with minimum packet loss.
• The relay selection scheme selects the parameters, including battery power and reliability, ahead of the SINR value.
• The proposed scheme minimizes the number of resource blocks, uploading time and packet loss in the uploading case. The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we discuss the system model and problem formulation. In section III, we propose an efficient resource management scheme in uploading case. In section IV, the experimental result and discussion is addressed and the conclusion is presented in the last section.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, the communication scenario underlying a cellular network is considered. Fig. 2 depicts the network scenario for uploading the content toward the eNodeB. The cell edge device (UE DX ) can upload content with the help of any device (UE R1 , UE R2 and UE R3 ). There are several other cellular users who directly communicate with eNodeB (UE CU1 and UE CU2 ) to create interference to the relay device. Further, the system model is divided into the network model and channel model. Devices can become relay device depending on the requirement Network Model: We consider the uplink case in a single cell that consists of one eNodeB and x number of devices under the coverage area of the BS. The eNodeB measures CQI feedback and its corresponding modulation coding scheme (MSC) which is chosen by CQI-MCS standardization [34] as shown in Table 1 ; thereafter, radio resource blocks are allocated to the requested use. If direct communication does not provide the minimum rate, the device searches for a nearby device so that with the help of the nearby device, it can send data to the eNodeB side. The eNodeB and devices have Omni-directional antenna.
A. CHANNEL MODEL
We consider distance dependent macroscopic path loss between D2D and CU users to the eNodeB. We also assume the channels are quasi-static Rayleingh fading; therefore, the channel coefficient remains unchanged during one packet duration. In addition, the distance dependent path loss model is used to measure power loss. The channel is modelled as the Rayleigh fading channel, and the channel response follows the independent complex Gaussian distribution. The main notation (nomenclature) has been given below in Table 2 for analysis of channel model. Problem Formulation: The eNodeB manage resource block for CU and D2D users based on their instantaneous and global channel state information (CSI) feedback. The single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) is used for assigning an adequate number of resource blocks in uploading case. The number of resource blocks can vary between 6 for 1.4 MHz and 100 for 20 MHz depending on the system bandwidth. Due to the limited number of resource blocks, it is necessary to manage the available resource blocks in an efficient manner for optimize the network throughput. Here, we consider time division duplex (TDD) mode and refer to the frame structure type 2 configuration foreseen by third generation project partnership (3GPPP). This guarantees the highest number of uplink sub frame with six out of a total if ten (table 3) and transmission time interval is 1 ms.
The cell edge devices that are seeking to upload multimedia content toward the eNodeB send requests to the eNodeB. Initially, the eNodeB transmits equal power to all devices to measure the CQI and MCS and to allocate the resource block. Thereafter, the eNodeB allocates the resource block based on adopted scheduling policing. However, this scheduling does not provide maximum throughput because the cell edge user equipment suffers from a bad channel condition; therefore, a greater number of resource blocks additional power, and uploading time are necessary. Because this user equipment uses more power in the upload case, they create interference for other devices (CU and D2D users). This reduces the overall throughput.
We formulate the problem for uploading content toward the eNodeB, assigning and managing the resource block that achieves higher throughput and fewer resource blocks with the minimum upload time without degradation in QoS and QoE. We have separated downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) resource blocks because UL and DL cannot be possible at same sub channel carrier frequency. In UL phase of the cellular network, user equipment has P C power to transmit a signal toward the eNodeB side while P d power is used for D2D communication. devices also communicate in D2D mode; they also create interference.
In direct transmission, the eNodeB allocates separate channels to the device. Assume that the i th device wants to upload data toward the eNodeB side in cellular mode. The SINR at eNodeB is The achievable data rate for γ k CU i eNB link with a bandwidth w is given below
Due to high path loss and deep path fading, direct communication does not provide the minimum data rate therefore, direct communication requires breaking the communication into two hops. In the first hop, devices search proximity devices by broadcasting the beacon packet and if proximity devices are available, it chooses any device as a relay and communicates in D2D mode. In the second hop, the relay device will communicate in CU mode with the eNodeB. Therefore, in the first hop, the SINR between cell edge user equipment and relay user equipment device (D2D mode) is
The achievable data rate for the γ D j D R link is given as follows:
In the second hop, the SINR between relay devices to the eNodeB in CU mode is
The achievable data rate for the γ k D R eNB link is given below.
If the mode is 0 then it is cellular mode else D2D mode
To increase the network lifetime, only those relays that have sufficient battery power will participate in relay selection. Every device/relay has different level of battery power, and its power decreases as it communicates with other devices [35] . Therefore, devices with less energy are not an ideal 9914 VOLUME 4, 2016 relay selection. The remaining battery power can be calculated for any time instance as follows:
where P R remain is the residual energy of the relay, P R i is the total power/initial energy of i th relay, r is the data rate and P c is the circuit power, and P tx depends on the transmission distance.
The BS selects the relay from available relays between the communicating devices. The BS keeps a history of each device in terms of how many times any device has functioned as a relay, so that the BS increases its reliability factor. Highly reliable devices will definitely participate in the relay selection process. Relay reliability can be calculated as
Where θ represent a device that act as a relay and σ represent a device that is selected as a relay by the BS. D2D communication provides a better rate than CU communication. If the cell edge device-to-relay has a better link compared to relay-to-eNodeB a greater number of packets are lost on relay side. If the cell edge device-to-relay has a poor link compared to relay-to-eNodeB, the relay will wait for transmission toward the eNodeB side; this also degrades the QoS of the network. Therefore, the selection of relay is a key factor in the case of resource block management. There are several devices that are within the proximity area of a cell edge device, as shown in figure 2 .
The two hop achievable data rate is (c k
To minimizing the upload time, the number of lost packets, and number of resource blocks and to increase network throughput, we propose an efficient resource management scheme for cell edge user equipment that is seeking to upload data in eNodeB or the cloud. Let us assume that there are N numbers of users where (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . N ) that are interested to upload data. User i th requires rb i number of resource blocks and t i time for uploading content toward the eNodeB as per their requirement. Thus, the objective can be expressed as follows:
The constraints given above are in accordance with the assumption that has been defined for our model. The first constraint dictates that the cell edge device pursue Multihop communication if it finds better channel gain for both hops compared to direct channel gain. The second constraint indicates that the power depleted in a two hop communication should be less than the direct power that is depleted. The third constraint means that the selected relay has sufficient energy. The fourth constraint means that the required number of resource blocks in two hops (D2D and CU) is less than single hop. The fifth constraint means that the required uploading time in two hops (D2D and CU) is less than the uploading time for a single hop.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, an efficient resource management scheme by exploiting D2D-based uploading for 5G cell edge users has been proposed. To reduce the packet loss and minimize the resource block and uploading time in addition to maximizing throughput, our scheme is divided into two phases. In the first phase, a new relay selection scheme has been proposed that selects the best possible relay among available relays between the eNodeB and cell edge device. In the second phase; a new resource allocation scheme for two hop communication in the uplink case has been proposed. Initially, the BS broadcasts a packet over the network and measures channel quality and corresponding modulation and coding scheme (MCS) between the device and the eNodeB for direct transmission. The cell edge device suffers from deep path fading and high path loss. Therefore, poor channel quality has been found between them or direct communication does not provide the minimum data rate. This consumes a greater number of resource blocks and increases upload time and packet loss. Thus, the cell edge device moves for Multihop (MH) communication. In MH communication, the first hop communication is in D2D mode where the cell edge device searches a proximity device (relay) that can relay its information toward the eNodeB side; in the second hop, the selected relay forwards data toward the eNodeB side in cellular mode.
The BS checks the mode between the eNodeB and cell edge device. For checking the mode, it measures channel quality. Let us assume that the channel gain between UE DX to the BS is g DX _BS , UE R3 to the BS is g R3_BS , and UE DX to UE R3 is g DX _R3 as shown in figure 2 ). The device only chooses two hop communication if the minimum channel gain in two hop communication is better than direct communication. A pseudo code for Multihop communication is given in algorithm 1.
A. RELAY SELECTION SCHEME
Due to a poor link and high path loss between the cell edge device and the eNodeB, the cell edge user chooses a relay for two hop communication if the relay is available and the relay device is ready to relay the information. In two hop communication, first hop communications are in D2D mode, VOLUME 4, 2016 choose CU mode 7.
Allocate the resource block 8. end if while second hop communication is in cellular mode. If a single relay device is common between the cell edge device and the eNodeB, the BS automatically selects it for two hop communication. If there are multiple devices is common, the BS selects the best relay from available relays from our proposed scheme. To select a relay from available relays, we consider two factors, SINR and reliability of relay. Thus, the best relay R b selection between the cell edge device and the eNodeB is
To identify the number of available relays between the cell edge device and the eNodeB, the cell edge device starts the neighbour discovery phase. However, each device has its own neighbour table that keeps a record of neighbouring devices. Due to dynamic network conditions, the devices have degrees of freedom for movement, so the neighbour table changes time-to-time. Therefore, to identify the neighbour devices, the cell edge device periodically broadcasts a transmit/receive discovery signal (request-to-send (RTS) or request-of-relay (ROR)) over the network. If any device receives this signal, it replies back to the source device. Thus, the device has updated its neighbour table. The neighbour table keeps information regarding multiple proximity devices. Therefore, selection of the relay device is one of the important factors for utilizing resources efficiently. Major problems in existing relay selection schemes are as follows: They do not consider the packet loss or reliability aspect of the relay that may participate in relay selection. Due to different types of communication between the cell edge device and the eNodeB, there is greater packets loss. Because the cell edge device transmits data with a high rate in D2D mode toward the selected relay, the relaying device will not be able to transmit data at the same rate toward the BS side due to the CU mode. Due to the limited buffer size of the relay device, packets will also be lost on the relay side. In addition, the data rate is also differing with the same channel quality (Table 1) for both hops. This reduces the network throughput and leads to inefficient use of the resource blocks.
Our relay selection scheme is as follows: This scheme is semi-base centric, where the device and the BS are both involved in the relay selection procedure. When the minimum data rate does not meet the standard of direct communication, they move for two hop communication. The cell edge device starts the discovery process and identifies the number of proximity devices based on the updated neighbour table.
To calculate the instantaneous SINR between the cell edge device and proximity devices, it broadcasts a beacon packet in the network. The cell edge device sends the SINR between it and the proximity device to the BS. After receiving the information by the BS, it broadcasts packet in network to calculate the instantaneous SINR between the BS and proximity devices. The BS has full information: number of proximity devices, the SINR between two hops and the reliability factor of each relay device.
If, a single proximity device is common between the cell edge device and the eNodeB, the BS will automatically select it for uploading content. If there are multiple relay devices in common (as shown in fig. 2 ), the BS calculates the dynamic SINR threshold value and dynamic reliability threshold value of all participating proximity devices. For calculating the dynamic threshold value of reliability, take the mean average of all participating relays. Calculate the dynamic threshold of SINR is as follows: For each participating relay, first take the difference of the SINR between the cell edge device to the relay device and the relay device to the eNodeB. Next, take the average of all differences. This average SINR is called the threshold value. If the difference between the cell edge device to the relay-device and the relay-device to the eNodeB is greater than the dynamic threshold value of SINR, it is eliminated. Here, the eNodeB only considers those relays that have less difference compared to the dynamic threshold value. Thereafter, choose relay that have the maximum SINR sum (SINR between the cell edge device to relay-device and relay-device to the eNodeB). If the reliability of a selected relay is greater than dynamic threshold reliability, then it will choose by the eNodeB. Otherwise, we take the relay that has second maximum sum of SINR value and compare it with the reliability of the first selected relay. If the reliability of the first selected relay is greater than the reliability of the second selected relay, the eNodeB will select the first select relay; otherwise, it will select the second relay.
The flow chart of the proposed relay scheme is as shown in figure 3 .
The pseudo code of the proposed relay scheme is given in algorithm 2.
B. RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEME
Once the appropriate relay is selected by our scheme, the eNodeB starts the resource block allocation process. In the existing cellular network in the resource assignment case, the transmitted power is uniformly divided with respect to the number of resource blocks. Later, the eNodeB allocates resource blocks in a round robin scheme to all requested users. The eNodeB also allocates separate channel to each device for uploading/downloading content. Direct data uploading suffers from high path loss and deep path fading. Therefore, the cell edge devices need more resource blocks, and more uploading time and consume high energy on the device side. This reduces overall network performance. To reduce the number of resource blocks and minimize the uploading time, D2D-based uploading-resource-blockminimization (DBU-RBM) has been proposed [30] . In this paper, the authors suggested that to reduce the number of resource blocks, it is necessary to break direct communication into two hop communication. In this scheme, the eNodeB allocates the resource blocks in round robin scheme for the first hop, while in the second hop, the eNodeB reduces the resource block. Therefore, this scheme does not reduce the resource block and uploading time significantly. In addition, the authors make a very limited contribution in relay selection and the resource allocation process. Therefore, we propose a new uploading scheme that significantly reduces the resource block and minimize the uploading time compared to the traditional cellular uploading scheme and DBU-RBM scheme.
The cell edge devices send a request for allocation of resource blocks to the eNodeB. The eNodeB broadcasts a packet for measuring channel quality and corresponding The CQI level and the corresponding MCS is used for uploading data that limit the cellular data rate b c (where c = 1 . . . 15) per allocated resource block. In the direct uploading case, the channel quality and corresponding minimum cellular data rate are poor. With this cellular data rate (r c = b c × nrb cell ), the eNodeB calculates performance metrics: reference required number of resource blocks and reference uploading time for uploading multimedia content of the cell edge device.
The eNodeB calculates the required performance metrics once. This allows breaking the direct communication in two hop communication. The eNodeB measures the link capacity between the cell edge device to the selected relay and the selected relay to the eNodeB. The eNodeB has already calculated the reference matrices. Here, we consider two cases. In the first case, we reduce the total number of resource blocks compared to the reference resource block that is required with the reference time constraint. In the second case, we reduce the uploading time compared to reference uploading time with the reference resource constraint. To reduce resource block usage in uploading multimedia, the eNodeB checks the link capacity for both hops before allocation of resource blocks. Thereafter, instead of allocating the resource blocks in a round robin fashion, the eNodeB assumes that r numbers VOLUME 4, 2016 of resource blocks are required for each hop. Thus, a total of 2 * r resource blocks are required for both hop communication.
Let us assume that the D MB data are uploaded on the eNodeB side. Initially, the eNodeB allocates rb cell resource blocks for uploading content in direct transmission mode. The required uploading time is (15) where b UE x eNB is the link rate and t cell is the uploading reference time.
In DBU-RBM, resource allocation is a round robin scheme; therefore, for two users (cell edge device and relay device) and first hop communication, the eNodeB allocates rb cell /2, so the time required for sending the data on the relay side is
where b UE X UE R is the link rate between the cell edge device to relay and t 1 is the required time for uploading the content on the relay side. Now, there is a time constraint for reducing the number of resource blocks; therefore, the number of resource blocks are required is
The total number of resource blocks required for the D2D based uploading in DBU-RBM is
Assume that RB proposed is the number of resource block allocations at each link. Thus for two hops, the total number of resource blocks is 2RB proposed . For each link, the required number of resource blocks is
The total number of resource blocks that is required for our proposed scheme with time constraint is
The uploading time that is required for our proposed scheme with resource block constraints is
The proposed scheme significantly reduces the resource block and uploading time. The pseudo code of the proposed relay scheme is given in algorithm 3. 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, an analytical numerical evaluation in MatLab has been proposed for the performance of an efficient resource management scheme using two hop D2D communications for uploading the cell edge device content. For numerical evaluation, Monte Carlo simulations has been performed in which the program is run 1000 times, and then the average is calculated to plot the graph. In this work, we consider that the interested users want to upload the content with high quality multimedia content toward the BS side. The effective SINR is estimated according to the Exponential Effective SIR Mapping a [36] is mapped in to the CQI level with ensuring a block error rate smaller than 10%. We randomly deployed the devices in a cell. We calculate the dynamic threshold value for the reliability constraint.
To calculate the threshold of reliability constraint in dynamic network where the number of participating relay will differ between communicating devices, the average value of all participating relay reliability has been taken. For the large scale fading and path loss exponent in shadowing standard is set to 8 and 3.5 dB and for small scale multipath fading, urban channel model is consider. For the throughput and efficiency, we use modulation and coding scheme (MCS). Due to random behaviour of network, in some scenario scheme 1 can performs better as other scheme while in some scenario scheme 2 can performs better as compare to other schemes. Therefore, in this case statistical methods are used for finding the best significance scheme. In this paper, Friedman test [37] is used for identifying the best schemes for total throughput because max-min perform better compared to our scheme initially, later our scheme performs better compared to maxmin. In table 4, we provide a list of simulation parameters and their default values. figure 2) . Thereafter, we increase the number of cell edge device (from 1 to 50) and vary the number of relays from 1 to 5, between each cell edge device to the eNodeB. We assign a single resource block to each link. It is observed that when the second hop (cellular communication) does not provide a better data rate, a greater number of packets are lost at the relay. In the max-min scheme, the best relay based on CQI, while in DBU-RBM, the relay selection is random. Therefore, more number of packets is lost in these schemes, while our scheme select only that relay which give maximum throughput with minimum packet loss. Our scheme offers significant results over the max-min and DBU-RBM selection schemes. 5 plots the graph between number of users and sum throughput. The number of relays varies from 1 to 5 between each cell edge device and the eNodeB. Due to random behaviour of the network, the max-min and our scheme initially give near identical result while DBU-RBM gives a lower sum throughput due to the random selection of relay. Later, our scheme shows slightly better performance over the max-min and much better performance than DBU-RBM. To find the most significance scheme, we do statistical analysis.
Statistical Analysis In the Friedman test [37] , the different relay selection scheme are ranked according to their performance against the throughput. The most performing schemes gets first rank, the second most performing gets second rank and so on. Based on the average ranks obtained from different schemes, Friedman test statistics is calculated.
A null hypothesis is then tested for p-value, and the p-value is compared with confidence level α. If p − value < α, then the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the individual scheme is rejected. In the case of rejection of null hypothesis, a post-hoc Nemenyi test is applied to report any significant difference between the VOLUME 4, 2016 individual approaches [38] . If the rank difference between a pair of scheme is larger than the critical difference (CD) at a certain confidence level, then the performance of the pair is considered to be significantly different.
The Friedman test is applied over the three different relay section schemes (max-min, DUR-RBM and our scheme) for sum throughput. Based on numerical results, the computed p-value (0.0174) was less than 0.05; therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected at 5% significance level. Consequences, a post-hoc Nemenyi test is applied where the critical difference (CD) is obtained at 1.23 at p-value = 0.05. The results of the post-hoc test for comparisons among multiple approaches are visually represented in figure 6 . The average rank over for each scheme is illustrated in ascending order on black horizontal axis. Coloured horizontal lines (below the black horizontal axis) indicate that Nemenyi's post-hoc test shows no significant difference between the schemes connected by a single coloured line of same colour. From figure 6 , it is observed that the average rank of proposed scheme is 1. It means, the scheme was always ranked first among the entire relay selection scheme. In fig. 7 , we investigate the impact of the reliability constraint in relay selection scheme. In the cooperative communication system, we assume that devices are ready for relay, but in a real network scenario, the selected device may be refused due to limited battery power or it may attempt to call any other device or may not be happy with incentives/rewards of telecom operators. In the max-min and DBU-RBM scheme, reliability is not considered, while our scheme selects only the reliable device. Reliability is one of the performance matrixes of quality of experience (QoE) for 5G networks. To check the reliability performance over the relay selection schemes, we randomly drop 10% of total relay devices that have very less reliability value. We have observed that the max-min and DBU-RBM select the relay based on SINR; therefore, there is a chance that the selected relay may be dropped. Our scheme selects the relay that has sufficient reliability value. It is observed that our scheme performs better compared to other relay schemes. Fig. 8 shows the minimization of resource blocks for uploading the data toward the eNodeB with a time constraint. In the existing cellular system, the eNodeB performs resource allocation in a round robin scheme involving all requested users while in the DBU-RBM scheme, the eNodeB initially allocates half the resources for first hop as a cellular user. With the cellular time constraint, calculating the required number of resource blocks again required for the second hop to upload the content toward the BS side. In the proposed scheme, the eNodeB measures the SINR and maps in CQI and calculates the data rate from table 1 as well as number of resource blocks. It is observed that with the time constraint, our scheme reduces the number of resource blocks as much 40% compared to DBU-RBM and cellular.
Finally in fig. 9 , we plot the graph between amounts of data for uploading vs. required time. Initially, when the data size is less (up to 100 MB) the max-min, DBU-RBM and proposed scheme require nearly equal amount of time while traditional cellular communication requires more time. However, when we increase the amount of data for uploading, cellular communication require enough time due to deep path fading in a single hop while DBU-RBM, Max-Min and our scheme upload data in two hops, however, in the max-min and DBU-RBM scheme, the first hop resource allocation is round robin therefore, more time is required while our scheme calculates the resource block for each hop and assigns. Therefore, our scheme performs better compared to DBU-RBM, max-min and traditional cellular communication.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient resource management scheme for cell edge users who are interested in uploading content toward the BS side. The proposed scheme is divided in two phases. In the first phase, if Multihop communication is required a relay is selected from the available relays between the cell edge device and eNodeB; in the second phase, an efficient resource allocation scheme is deployed that reduces the number of resource blocks and upload time in the uploading case. The relay selection scheme is semibase centric, while the resource allocation scheme is network assisted where the eNodeB allocates resource blocks. Our proposed scheme provides superior result over the traditional cellular scheme and DBU-RBM scheme. An interesting extension of this work would be to select the relay and allocate resource at the device level so that the load on the eNodeB side is reduced and better throughput can be achieved.
